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Windows 10 Has Built in Spyware

  I grew up on Microsoft products starting with Microsoft Basic, these were great times that
encouraged the user to set a goal and then come up with some code to implement it. The user
actually learned something and grew from the experience. Now Microsoft's goals are simply to
make money off every company that writes software for Windows, forcing users to use the
Windows App store, forcing users to setup a Microsoft account with your credit card attached to
it, putting users data in their control through cloud storage, and now spying on every search
from the windows start menu and sending it to Bing.

  Did Microsoft forget how to count? What happened to Windows 9... Windows 10 = 8.1 with a
few enhancements and many added security flaws. Microsoft hopes you forget how poor the
reception was by the computer community in Windows 8, so they call it Windows 10. So instead
of actually rallying the troops and making another great OS people really like (ie Windows 7),
they aim to sell everything from the app store and make a percentage of the profits so they can
perpetuate their monopoly. Microsoft is so greedy you can't even play a DVD on a new PC on
Windows 8 or higher without installing third party software or buying an app from Microsoft App
Store. The final straw is using Internet Explorer to examine all internet searches, local searches,
help files, control panel settings etc.

  One thing that has got Microsoft in trouble in the past is Network Security. Internet Explorer is
the most exploited Web Browser, it has fueled the growth of Malware, Spyware, Adware,
Scams, Ransomware, and Idiotware. So what does Microsoft do, make explorer(spartan) now
called Edge the default to navigate everything on the computer, making their users vulnerable to
the same old hacks again, again, and again. Microsoft we are tired of your attempts force users
to do things they don't want to.

  I would like to tell you that Windows 10 was full of delightful ideas and innovations, however
they just copy things created by others, The App store was revolutionized by Apple, KDE
invented 1/4, 1/2 screen snap, and Linux created a really cool terminal. I bet Microsoft sells a
few more PCs next year with Windows 10. What's Next? Microsoft will go to a fee based
Windows 10 subscription forcing their users in to monthly fees for everything you want use. This
is Freedom OS's  time to shine! Learn More about Freedom OS .
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Thanks,

Matt Massie
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